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THE MEANING OF MASLOVS ASYMPTOTIC METHOD: 
THE NEED OF PLANCK'S CONSTANT IN MATHEMATICS 

BY JEAN LERAY 

ABSTRACT. H. Poincaré defined asymptotic expansions. Their use by the W. 
K. B. method introduced a new kind of solution of linear differential 
equations. Maslov showed their singularities to be merely apparent. The 
clarification of those results leads to the introduction of "Lagrangian func
tions", of their scalar product and of "Lagrangian operators", which con
stitutes a new structure: the "Lagrangian analysis". The last step of its 
definition requires the choice of a constant. That constant has to be Planck's 
constant, when the equation is the Schrödinger or the Dirac equation 
describing the hydrogen atom-the study of atoms with several electrons is 
very incomplete. 

1. Henri Poincaré's main field, more precisely the one where the number of 
his publications is the highest, happens to be celestial mechanics. For in
stance, he tried to establish the convergence of the series by means of which 
the motion of the solar system is computed; it was a failure. He proved indeed 
the opposite: the divergence of those series, whose numerical values furnished 
the most impressive, precise and famous predictions in science during the last 
century! Henri Poincaré explained that paradox: those series give a very good 
approximation of the wanted result, provided only their first terms, namely, a 
reasonable number of them, are taken into account. Of course, demanding 
mathematicians to be reasonable is dubious but Henri Poincaré [4] made it 
clear by defining the asymptotic expansion ^mi0anxn of a function of x at the 
origin: it is a, formal series such that for each natural number N there exists a 
positive number cN such that 

I N I 
ƒ(•*) - 2 <*n*n < cN\x\N*1 for x near 0. (1.1) 

I n"° I 
Thus an asymptotic expansion of ƒ is a formal series able to give a very good 
approximation of ƒ(*), when x is small, but unable to supply the exact value 
of/(x). 

2. The W.K.B. method constructs asymptotic solutions of a linear differential 
equation 

n(x, ~ -j£ W *) - 0 ( x G l = R ^ 6 i [0, oo[), (2.1) 

whose unknown is the function u and whose parameter v tends to /oo. 
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16 JEAN LERAY 

Assume that (2.1) describes the evolution of a mechanical system; if that 
system were a finite set of particles, i.e., if (2.1) were an ordinary differential 
system, then Cauchy's problem should be studied. But let us assume it is a 
continuous mechanical system; therefore the physicists cannot impose its 
initial position and velocity: they have no more interest in Cauchy's problem. 

What they are interested in are the waves 

U(v, x) - a(p, x)ev«x\ (2.2) 

solutions of the equation (2.1); in (2.2), thephase <t> is a real-valued function, v 
is near /oo; therefore ev* rapidly oscillates, whereas the amplitude a is a 
complex-valued function which slowly varies. 

Therefore <f> has to satisfy the first order nonlinear differential equation 

H(x,<f>x)=0 fo - d+/dx). (2.3) 

Assume H to be a real-valued function of 

(JC, p) e X © X*, X* being the dual of X; 

X * 

«CD* 
»X 

FIGURE 1 

Denote by W the hypersurface of X © X* where H vanishes : 

W: H(x9p) = 0; assume (Hx9 Hp) * 0 on W\ (2.4) 

denote the graph of <f>x by 

V-{(x,*x))cX®X: (2.5) 

Then V is any /-dimensional subvariety of W on whose universal covering 
space V there exists a function <> such that 

d<j> = </>, dx> «/>, x>: value oïp e X* at x G X); (2.6) 

i.e., V is any /-dimensional subvariety of W on which 

2 dpjAdxj-0 (2.7) 

[(•*,)> Cpy): dual coordinates o f x £ l and/> E X*]. 

Let Z(/) be the 2/-dimensional vector space X © X* provided with the 
symplectic structure [ •, • ] defined as follows 

if z - (*,/>) and z' = (*',/>'), then [z, z'] - </>, x'> - </>', x>. (2.8) 

zo?) * xex* 
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By definition, the Lagrangian subspaces of Z(/) are its /-dimensional sub-
spaces on which [•, •] identically vanishes; the Lagrangian varieties of Z(/) 
are its /-dimensional varieties whose tangent planes are Lagrangian. The 
definition (2.7) of V means 

V is any Lagrangian variety contained in the hypersurface W. (2.9) 

The solution of the first order nonlinear differential equation (2.3) rests on 
the following fundamental property of V: the variety V is generated by 
characteristic curves of W, i.e., by curves of W satisfying the Hamiltonian 
system 

dx, dpu 
J-— = — — (2 10) 

Hpj(x9p) HXk(x,p) ^ 1 U ' 
[ƒ, k e { 1 , . . . , / } ; H is a first integral of that system]. 

Without discussing more completely the construction of V, assume V and 
hence <£ chosen: then (2.2) satisfies (2.1) mod \/v. 

Now U(P9 x) satisfies 

Hlx,^^-\u(r9x)-0 modi/?" (2.11) 

[for any natural number N] 
if and only if a(p, x) is a formal series m\/v 

00 j 

a(v,x) = 2 T7«r(*)> (2-12) 
r-0 V 

the derivatives of a0,. . . , ar, . . . along the characteristics generating V 
having a known value,. . . , a value depending on (a0 , . . . , a r _ i ) , . . . . Then 
U(v, JC), defined by (2.2), is a formal (with respect to \/v) function of x 
satisfying (2.11): it is said to be an asymptotic solution of (2.1); its above 
construction is called: W.K.B. method. 

By that method wave mechanics is related to particle mechanics: indeed, the 
Hamiltonian system (2.10) could describe the motion of particles and the 
computation of a0 defines a density of those particles such that the conserva
tion of their mass holds. Now the physicists hesitated between a corpuscular 
(Descartes and Newton, 17th century) and a wave (Huygens and Fresnel, 
17th-19th centuries) structure of the light, before they concluded that light 
(Einstein, 1905: photons and quanta) and matter (de Broglie, 1924) have both 
structures. Henri Poincaré died1 in 1912 some years before it became clear 
that the quanta require a new physics, which has not yet been attained even 
today. So let us continue to study the asymptotic solutions of differential 
equations and thus apply to problems which arose before Henri Poincaré's 
death some of the concepts owing to him: algebraic topology, first homotopy 
group, covering spaces and groups. 

(*) He was only 58 years old; it was 3 years before "General Relativity" finally made 
"Relativity" acceptable by the astronomers. 
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An asymptotic solution U happens to be defined not on X but on V, where it 
has singularities on the apparent contour 2 K of V9 which is the set of the points 
of V where dxx f\ • • • /\dxl = 0, i.e., where x cannot be used as local 
coordinate on V; the <xr become infinite on 2 F ; the order of their singularity 
increases with r. 

For instance, let us use geometrical optics, i.e., use asymptotic solutions of 
the wave equation of light, for describing the propagation of the light issued 
from a monochromatic source through a steady optical system: the projec
tions on X of the characteristic curves generating V are the rays of light, 
whose envelope, the "caustic", is the projection of 2 v on X; that caustic plays 
the role of image of the source; on it the asymptotic solution is no more 
defined; therefore geometrical optics should have no meaning beyond the 
caustic; however, it still holds. That paradox has been solved by V. P. Maslov 
[3] as follows. 

The singularities of an asymptotic solution U on the apparent contour 2 K 

are merely apparent singularities: indeed they are suppressed by a convenient 
Fourier transform; Maslov's proof needs to be clarified by K. I. Arnold's 
topological results [1] and by V. C. Buslaev's use [2] of I. E. Segal's 
metaplectic group [5], which contains the Fourier transforms used by Maslov. 
Those improvements finally do not give some deeper knowledge of the 
asymptotic behaviour of the functions; but they lead to a new structure, 
defining, for instance, quite a new type of solutions of differential equations; 
§3 describes that structure, called Lagrangian analysis; §4 discusses its appli
cations. 

3. Lagrangian analysis. 
The symplectic geometry. Denote by Z the symplectic space of dimension 

21: i.e., R2/ provided by a bilinear antisymmetric real-valued form [•, •] of 
maximal rank. A frame2 is any isomorphism 

i?:z-4Z(/) = x e r 
consistent with the symplectic structures of Z and Z(/) [see §2]. 

If R' is another frame, then the change of frame RR'~l is any automorphism 
of Z(/), that is, any element s of the symplectic group Sp(/): 

RR'-1 G Sp(/). 

Each real-valued quadratic form A of (x, x') E X © X', such that 
det(Axx,) ¥* 0, defines an element sA of Sp(/) as follows: 

(x,p) = sA(x\p') if and only if 

p - AX(X, *'), p' - -AA*> *'); (3.i) 

2 R is the initial of the French translation Repère of Frame. Let us recall that an orthonormed 
frame of the Euclidean space E3 is nothing else but an isomorphism £ 3 - > R $ R $ R , that 
direct sum being provided by the Euclidean structure implied by the structure of R. That 
isomorphism has to be consistent with the Euclidean structures. 
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ZCJP) = x e x* 

-» x 
FIGURE 2 

whence by Euler's formula 

, * ( * , *')-</>> *>-</>'>*'>; (3.2) 
sA is the generic element s of Sp(/)-but not any s G Sp(/). 

Lagrangian varieties F are defined in Z as they were in Z(/) [see §2]; that 
definition can be expressed as follows: 

d[z,dz] = 0 onF; 

i.e., on the universal covering space F of F there exists a real-valued function 
i//, the Lagrangian phase, such that 

<ty=±[z,</z]. (3.3) 

The image R V of F by i* is a Lagrangian variety of Z(/); denote its phase 
[§2] by <j>R ° R~l; then, by a convenient choice of constants of integration 

+*(£)-lKJ)+£</>,x>, (3.4) 
where z G F is the projection of z G F and (x9 p) = Rz. 

Hence, from (3.2), if RR'1 = ^ : 

<?>*(*) - <M*) + *̂(*> *')> (3.5) 
where 

(*,/>) = i*z, (*',/>') = l*'z, (3.6) 

z EL V being the projection of z G F. 

The apparent contour ÈR of F relative to R is the subset of V projecting on 
2^ = R~l*2RV, which is the apparent contour of F, relative to R. In a 
sufficiently small neighborhood of each point of V\ÈR \j 1tR9 the maps 
Z I ^ Z , Z H X , Z H ^ are diffeomorphisms. Now, since RVis the graph of the 
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gradient of its phase [see §2] 

P - d<l>R/dx, p' - d<j>R,/dx'; 

thus, by (3.1)2, the diffeomorphism x\-+ x' can be defined by 

[A(x9 x') + <l>R,]x, - 0, assuming (3.6). (3.7) 

The group Sp2(/). Define a formal function on F \ 2^, by the choice of a 
frame i? ' and by an expression 

UR{vrz) = «Avrz)e*+*V\ (3.8) 

where aR> is a formal series 
00 J 

r - 0 * 

the a, being infinitely derivable functions: V \ ÈR, -» C. 
From now on, let A be the datum of 
(i) a real-valued quadratic form A of (x, x') G X © A'; 
(ii) a choice of A(>4) = ± [det(Axxp]1/2; we assume: A(̂ 4) ^ 0. 
Let i? = sAR'; i.e., ftK'-1 = ^ G Sp(/); define a linear map 5^: UR, i-* L^ 

by 

(S,£/*,)(„, z) = tfü(M) 

- (U)1 / 2A(^)J. . eM(*^l/ir(**') <*'*', (3.9) 

where 

z G Fis the projection of z G F; (x, ƒ>) = i*z; 

z' G Fis the projection of z' G F; (x',/?') - ITz'. 

Obviously that map SA can be decomposed into: 
(i) the product by e ̂ ((V); 
(ii) a map of type (3.9), where A is a bilinear, real-valued function of 

(x, x') G Z © Z, so that it is essentially a Fourier transform, which is unitary 
thanks to the numerical factor in (3.9); 

(iii) the product by epAi'°\ 

lit) = x e x* 

FIGURE 3 
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According to Maslov, the integral in (3.9) has to be computed by the method 
of the stationary phase (neglecting the terms more rapidly decreasing than 
any power of \/v> when v tends to 100). The phase of the integrand is 
A(x, x') + <t>R(z'); assuming that Supp(l7i?,) belongs to V \ 2^ u 2^, and is 
small, the assumption that this phase is stationary means that (3.7) holds; 
then z = z'; hence, from (3.5): UR is a formal function on V, related to R; the 
linear transform SA is local on V: S\xpp(UR) = Supp(t//J,). 

It can be shown that the map SA of formal functions is the generic-but not 
any-element of the covering group of order 2, Sp2(/), of Sp(/); the projection 
Sp2(0 -» Sp(/) maps the two SA corresponding to opposite choices of à(A) 
onto the same sA. Hence 

LEMMA. Any S G Sp^/), with projection s G Sp(/), maps each formal func
tion URf defined on V \ 2^ u 2^, into such a formal function UR, where 
R = sR'. That mapping is local. 

COMMENT. Of course the preceding account is not a proof of that lemma, 
which follows from the following results. Let S (X) be the Schwartz space of 
functions: X-+C, all of whose derivatives decrease rapidly at infinity; its 
dual is the Schwartz space S'(^0 of tempered distributions; let %(X) be the 
Hubert space of square-integrable functions: X —» C; 

§ ( I ) c 3 C W c § ' ( 4 
Each S G Sp2(/) defines a continuous automorphism of S XX); its restriction 
to %(X) is a unitary automorphism of %(X); its restriction to S(X) is a 
continuous automorphism of S (X), which is defined by (3.9) if S — SA. Then 
each S defines also an automorphism of the vector space whose elements are 
the classes of functions of (JC, v) having the same asymptotic behaviour when v 
tends to /oo; any formal function U9 defined on X by 

U(v, x) - «(*>, x)e+*x\ (3.10) 
oo Y 

where a(v, x) = 21 T ar(x)> ar: ^ -» C, <f>: AT -» R, 
r-0 V 

specifies one of those asymptotic classes; now Sp2(/) does locally operate [see: 
lemma], if lifted from X to V, by means of the use of formal functions UR on 
V and of their projections U defined by 

U(v9 x) = 2 UR(v, i ) , where x and z have to satisfy (3.6) (3.11) 
z 

(that lifting assumes the support of UR to be small enough). 
COMMENT. The two S e Sp2(/) having the same projection s G Sp(/) may 

be denoted by ± S. Denote by c G Sl the product of a function by the 
complex number c of norm 1. The elements of /. E. Segal9s metaplectic group 
[5] are the cS, assuming cS - c'S', if and only if c' = ± c, S' = ± S (± 
being the same). 

The q-symplectic geometry enables an improvement of the preceding 
lemma. Denote by A the Lagrangian Grassmannian of Z, i.e., the set of its 
Lagrangian vector subspaces; V. L Arnold [1] established the isomorphism of 
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its Poincaré group (i.e., first homotopy group) with the additive group of the 
integers 

vx[A]e^Z. (3.12) 

Thus, for any q G {1, 2 , . . . , oo}, A has a unique covering space Aq of order 
q. The choice of a \ G A^ with a given projection X on A is said to be the 
choice of a q-orientation of that X; the 2-orientation is the usual Euclidean 
orientation. Similarly define A(/) and Aq(l) for Z(/). 

Moreover, 

» , [ S p ( / ) ] ~ Z ; (3.13) 

thus, for any q, Sp(/) has a unique covering group Sp^(/) of order q. Now 
S G Sp^(/) induces a homeomorphism of A2q(l)9 which has a projection on 
A(/), namely, the homeomorphism of A(/) induced by the projection s of S 
onto Sp(/). 

Let us define a q-frame R as being 
(i) an isomorphism Z -* Z(/), consistent with the symplectic structures; 
(ii) a homeomorphism A2q -» A2q(J\ having a projection which is the 

homeomorphism A -> A(/) induced by the preceding isomorphism. 
Then a change of #-frame RR'~l is 
(i) an element s of Sp(/); 
(ii) a homeomorphism of A2q(l) induced by one of the S G Sp^(/), whose 

projection is s G Sp(/). 
Hence, that change of #-frame RR'~l may be identified with that S G 

Sp,(/): 

RR'1 = S G Sp^(/); i.e., R - SR'. (3.14) 

Let us choose^ q = 2 and make more precise the definition of a formal 
function UR, on F: from now on, R' has to be a 2-frame; then the definition of 
UR * SUR> has to be supplemented as follows: 

R - &R'. 
Thus the statement of the preceding lemma is simplified as follows: 

THEOREM. Any S G Sp2(/) maps any formal function UR, defined on V\^R 

U 2^, into such a formal function UR9 where R — SR'. That mapping is local. 

The preceding theorem makes the following definition possible. 
Lagrangian functions on V. Let V be a Lagrangian variety in Z. If for each 

2-frame R a formal function UR is given on V \ 2^ and if 

(V R, R') UR = SUR, on V \tR U 2*,, where S - RR'~\ 

then the set of those UR constitutes a Lagrangian function Ù on V: 

U = {UR}9 by definition; 

UR is said to be the expression of Ü in the 2-frame R. Obviously Ü has a 
support and a restriction to each open subset of V-

(V \±R) n Supp(t7) - Supp(^). 
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COMMENT. UR has on ÈR singularities, which can be described, using [3] 
Maslov's index mR: it is a locally constant function V\ÈR-^>Z, whose 
topological definition (by means of Kronecker's index; i.e., intersection of 
chains) is due to V. I. Arnold [1] and which has also a geometric definition. 

The scalar product (•] •) of two Lagrangian functions with compact sup
ports can be defined, using the facts that Sp2(/) is unitary on %(X) and that 
there are partitions of the unity into sums of Lagrangian operators with 
supports in elements of any given open covering of Z. 

Lagrangian operators. Let £2 be an open subset of Z; define on Q a formal 
function, without phase 

«V,*)- S i * ) . 
r-0 V 

a, being an infinitely derivable function Q> -» C. For each frame R, define 

«*("> X>P) ™ o°(v9 z\ where (x9p) = Rz, 
and then 

<*R(V> X>P) - exp(±—<8/8A: , d/dp}jal(v, x,p). 

First, assume a0, i.e., the ar, to be polynomial; define the formal differential 
operator with polynomial coefficients 

r <*> i 
(2) l a 

f OX 
- 0 * 

r <2> i 
0) 1 9 

p dx 1 a» = a* 

(1) specifying the operators to be applied at first; aR locally maps a formal 
function U defined on X [see (3.10)] onto another one of same type and, by 
means of the projection (3.11) of UR onto U, a formal function UR defined on 
V \ 2^ onto another one. The set of the aR constitutes a Lagrangian operator: 
a = {aR}, by definition; if Ù = { UR} is a Lagrangian function defined on K, 
then {tfjç É/fl} is also such a function, denoted by 

oÜ-{aMUK). 

Now if formal polynomials tend on Œ to a formal function a0, then their 
associated Lagrangian operators have a limit: the Lagrangian operator a 
associated to the formal function a0 defined on Ü. 

If Ü is a Lagrangian function defined on V and if V c fl, f/ie/i tf /raps 
locally Ü onto aÜ defined on V. 

Assume 

(Vz G Ü) a%(z) + 0; 

f/ien a has an inverse a"1, which is still a Lagrangian operator. 

4. Lagrangian functions on V: The need of Planck's constant. The definition 
of Lagrangian functions on V makes use of Lagrangian f imctions on V and of 
Poincaré's group irx[ V] of V. 
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Each y G TT,[ V] defines a homeomorphism of V: if £ G K, then yzv6 F, z 
and yz having the same projection on V. <j>R ° y — $g is a constant, namely, 
the period cy = ^/y[z, dz] of \p. Therefore, if UR = aReHR is a formal function 
defined on V, then 

UR oy"1 - «^ o y - 1 ^ " ^ 

is not a formal function defined on V; indeed, its phase is not $R9 but 
<f>R — cy. Obviously the simplest definition of the image, yUR9 which has to be 
a formal function on V, of UR by y is 

yUR = e(v~^cyUR oy"1, (4.1) 

v0 being a constant we have to choose; since v is a purely imaginary variable 
tending to 100, let us choose 

* 0 e i [ 0 , oo[ (4.2) 

and note that there is no reason for making some more specific choice, for 
instance v0 = 0. 

In the quantum mechanics, the choice agreeing with the experimental 
results will be [see §5] 

vo — T s ~"~T" > n being Planck's constant. (4.3) 
n n 

Once P0 is chosen, (4.1) shows how Poincaré's group fr^V] maps formal 
functions UR9 defined on V and related to R, onto formal functions of the 
same kind;v irx[V] commutes with Sp2(/); therefore TT^V] maps Lagrangian 
functions ÜonV onto Lagrangian functions on V 

'*V - { £/*}, then y(7 - {ytf*}. (4.4) 

The group n^V] commutes with the Lagrangian operators: a(yU) — y(aÜ). 
Define the Lagrangian functions on V as those Lagrangian functions 

U = { UR) on F which are invariant by irJK], i.e., such that for some 1* and 
hence for any i? : 

UR = aReVQl4>* is a function defined on K, with formal numerical values. 
A Lagrangian operator a transforms locally a Lagrangian function U on V; 

all is a Lagrangian function on F. A Lagrangian function U on V has a 
support 

Supp(C/)c V. (4.5) 

Supp(a) - Supp(«°) c Z, (4.6) 

where the Lagrangian operator a is associated with the formal function a0. 
Then 

Supp(aU) c Supp(a) n Supp(£/). (4.7) 

The scalar product (•} • ) of two Lagrangian functions on V and V' can be 
defined, when the intersection of their supports is compact; that definition 
makes use of (•] • ) which essentially differs from (•}•)• 
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(•} • ) defines only a quasi-norm: if Ù is defined on V, then (Ü]Ü) = 0 
does not imply Ù — 0. 

(•J • ) defines a «ÖWJ || £/1|, which is a, positive formal number without phase 

11̂ 11- 2 i«r> wherearGC; 
r-0 ^ 

"positive" means i~rar real, /"5a5 > 0, s being the smallest r such that ar ^ 0. 
Schwarz's inequality and triangle inequality hold for those scalar products, 

quasi-norm and norm, strictly for (•} • ). 
Now the definition of the new structure called Lagrangian analysis is 

achieved. 
Nonhomogeneous Lagrangian equation. Let 

aU - U' (4.8) 

be that equation, where a is the Lagrangian operator associated with the 
given formal function 

a0=ï±°? (*,°:ö-C), 
r-0 y 

where U' is a given Lagrangian function on V c Q, the unknown Lagrangian 
function (/ having, obviously, to be defined on V. Assume 

(Vz e ti) a%(z) * 0; 

then a has an inverse a"1, which is a Lagrangian operator defined on Q; 
therefore (4.8) has the unique solution 

U - a~lU'. (4.9) 

77œ homogeneous Lagrangian equation 

aU = 0 (4.10) 

is much less trivial: U is defined on a Lagrangian variety V belonging to the 
variety W where a$ vanishes; assume a* real-valued; denote a§ - H; then W 
is the hypersurface of Z defined by the equation 

W:H(z) = 0; (4.11) 

on each Lagrangian variety V c W, the solutions of (4.10) can be locally 
constructed by the W.K.B. method', the complete discussion of (4.10) is never 
easy, except for / = 1. 

The homogeneous Lagrangian system 

(Vy = l , 2 , . . . , / ) <*»£/-<> (4.12) 

is especially interesting under the following assumptions: the / Lagrangian 
operators a^ commute and are associated with real-valued functions H^ 
defined on a domain Œ of Z. Then U has to be defined on the variety V of Z 
whose equations are 

V: H«\z) - • • • - H«\z) - 0; (4.13) 
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that variety is Lagrangian; indeed the H(J) axe in involution (i.e., their 
Poisson brackets vanish); the amplitude <xR of each expression UR of U is 
obtained by the integration on V of closed Pfaffian forms. 

5. Application to the quantum mechanics of the hydrogen atom in a constant 
magnetic field. 

Schrödinger9 s equation. Let H be the Hamiltonian of the electron belonging 
to that atom; i.e., the Hamiltonian system (2.10) describes the nonqualified 
trajectories of that nonrelativistic or relativistic electron; then the Lagrangian 
operator a associated to H is the Schrödinger operator or the relativistic 
Schrödinger operator, i.e., the Klein-Gordon operator. H and, therefore, a 
depend on a parameter E, which is the energy level of the electron. 

The quantum mechanics asserts that E has a value such that the equation 

aU = 0 (5.1) 

has a nontrivial solution. 
In wave quantum mechanics, the numerical value v0 = i/h is given to v, U 

is a function X -» C, U and its gradient Ux have to be square-integrable. U 
represents a not-observable quantity. 

That fact allows us to assume that U is a Lagrangian function defined on a 
Lagrangian variety V. Replace the assumption of square-integrability by the 
following one: V is compact. Note that the equation (5.1) has always to be 
supplemented by two other equations connected to the length of the momen
tum of the impulse and its component in the direction of the magnetic field. 
Therefore U has to satisfy a system of three Lagrangian equations. That 
system belongs to the type (4.12). 

That Lagrangian system and the classical system studied in wave quantum 
mechanics are not equivalent, but the constructions of their solutions have 
some likeness and finally both of them define the same energy levels E. 

Their computation becomes extremely direct and simple if the Lagrangian 
system is used mod l/v2 and therefore U defined mod \/v. 

Dirac's equation can be likewise solved in Lagrangian analysis; that gives 
anew the standard energy levels, even when the magnetic field is so strong 
that the Zeeman effect is replaced by the much more complicated Paschen-
Back effect. 

6. The study of atoms with several electrons by the wave quantum me
chanics requires the computing of eigenvalues, which cannot be carried out, 
except in a few cases, or by using crude approximations suggested by the 
spirit of the first quantum mechanics. Until now the Lagrangian analysis did 
not offer better possibilities; see Maslov and his collaborators about the use 
of crude approximations. 
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